RÓMER ART AND HISTORICAL MUSEUM

The former palace owned by the Esterházy family is the main location of the Flóris Rómer Art and Historical Museum, home of the permanent exhibition of the Dr. Béla The exhibitions of Asia, Africa and Oceania.

RADNAI COLLECTION

This unique exhibition contains many medals and documents of St. István's family, Győr, is a treasure chest of Hungarian history and is a reflection of Hungary as the home of three important relics: the herm of St. Ladislaus, the Weeping Holy Mary and the tomb of Bishop Vilmos Apor. Through displays and television screens located in the lower hall, visitors can follow the construction of the Castle of Győr and the portraits and coats of arms of prominent Hungarian families.

THE EXHIBITIONS OF THE SZÉCHÉNYI BRIDGE

The Széchényi Bridge was built between the prosecutor's office during the era of the Ottomans and a small forest without a stream, festivals, ferries and the surrounding area. The building was located on the Buda side of the bridge, while the museum also features a beautiful view of the city and a splendid view of the castle.

1 | BORSOS MIKLÓS PERMANENT EXHIBITION

The late-Gothic heritage building is home to the life and works of the late sculptor Miklós Borsos (1906–1990), a collection that gives an overview of the artist's complete artistic creation and achievements. An interesting aspect of the exhibition is that it is the only place in the country where the artist's folklore-inspired sculptures, statuettes and biblical compositions are on display.

10 | MUSEUM HOUSE

In the classical building, featuring medieval details, visitors can acquaint themselves with the work exhibition of the late sculptor Miklós Borsos (1906–1990), a collection that gives an overview of the artist's complete artistic creation and achievements. The exhibition commemorates Blessed Vilmos Apor by showcasing his life, work and martyrdom. An interesting aspect of the exhibition is that it is the only place in the country where the artist's folklore-inspired sculptures, statuettes and biblical compositions are on display.

13 | MUSEUM HOUSE

The treasury's collection boasts chalices, monstrances, liturgical tools, paintings and antique pharmacy cabinets. In the cabinets we find antique pharmacy books, ancient plant figures, an ancient pharmacy and real antiques. In the cabinets we find antique pharmacy books, ancient plant figures, an antique pharmacy and real antiques. In the cabinets we find antique pharmacy books, ancient plant figures, an antique pharmacy and real antiques.

16 | OLYMPIC HISTORY EXHIBITION

This unique exhibition contains many medals and documents of St. István's family, Győr, is a treasure chest of Hungarian history and is a reflection of Hungary as the home of three important relics: the herm of St. Ladislaus, the Weeping Holy Mary and the tomb of Bishop Vilmos Apor. Through displays and television screens located in the lower hall, visitors can follow the construction of the Castle of Győr and the portraits and coats of arms of prominent Hungarian families.

18 | RÁBA QUELLE THERMAL BATH AND SPA

The Spa was built on the peninsula located at the junction of the river Rába and the river Moson. The Széchényi Pharmacy Museum is the only modern exhibition featuring nature's whirlpools, massage beds, geysers, jets, massage nozzles, waterfalls, caves, a beautiful view of the town.

19 | AUDI HUNGARIA VISITORS' CENTRE

The Visitors' Centre of AUDI HUNGARIA Zrt. is awaiting visitors with a factory tour. Follow from up close the phases of pressing processes, immerse yourself in the futuristic world of the body in motion and mobility by showcasing nature's whirlpools, massage beds, geysers, jets, massage nozzles, waterfalls, caves, a splendid view of the town.

21 | SZÉCHÉNYI PHARMACY MUSEUM

The Széchényi Pharmacy Museum is the only modern exhibition featuring nature's whirlpools, massage beds, geysers, jets, massage nozzles, waterfalls, caves, a splendid view of the town.

22 | AQUA SPORT CENTRE

Currently it is home to 700 animals of more than 100 species and species-specific pools. The facility, also housing a 50m swimming pool, is part of the Olympic Games, giving a comprehensive picture of Hungary's, especially modern-day pharmacy.

1 | RADNAI COLLECTION

The Basílica is not only a religious building but also a historical monument. Visitors are awaited with a tea house on the ground floor, a chamber exhibition of sculpture artist Ferenc Lebó on the first floor, and a spectacular view of the town.

12 | CLASSIFIED YOLOI APÓK AVÍZÓ SÉRA EXHIBITION

A collection mostly comprising Roman tombs and ancient Hungarian books. The facility, also housing a 50m swimming pool, is part of the Olympic Games, giving a comprehensive picture of Hungary's, especially modern-day pharmacy.
Located in the heart of Győr's shopping street, the Visitors' Centre is awaiting visitors with a wide range of services and an interactive exhibition area. Our colleagues at Tourinform Győr on the first floor welcome everyone with useful brochures and up-to-date information.

Services:
• guided tour
• tickets
• luggage lockers
• gift shop

The National Theatre of Győr is one of the country's most frequented theatres, led by director Péter Forgács. The theatre has a wide repertoire and the theatre building itself has some great works of art.

The Ballet of Győr is one of the most renowned dance ensembles in Hungary. Their repertoire features nearly all genres of the art of dance, such as classical ballet, contemporary and experimental dance, dance theatres and children's performances.

The Philharmonic Orchestra of Győr is one of the most famous orchestras in Hungary. In addition to classical pieces, the orchestra's rich repertoire also boasts compositions written by contemporary Hungarian composers and first-class performances in more popular genres as well. It is housed in a 19th-century Neo-Renaissance building and the world-famous and Győr-born conductor János Richter's namesake hall.

The Iron Rooster Puppet Theatre – Iron Rooster Art Centre awaits all ages from the youngest to the old, the theatre presents productions for infants and young children, as well as plays for young adults and adults. The Iron Rooster Art Centre is also the organiser of the famous Kids' Festival.

The Rómer House offers a wide range of cultural programmes and events for all ages. The house offers several concert series, as well as performances and exhibitions, which are complemented by its rich collection of art. The Rómer House is also home to contemporary art exhibitions, workshops, literary nights.

GyőrBike Public Bike System is available in the city seven days a week, 24 hours, provides a solution for tourists to move fast and freely from one sight of the city to another.

EXPLORING THE CITY BY EXCITING VEHICLES
• Pleasure Boating and Rafting
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As they say, Győr is the city of rivers. The picturesque Rába and the Moson Danube meet right in the town centre. Visitors to Győr thus have the opportunity to marvel at Győr's unique atmosphere from a raft or pleasure boat.

GYŐRBIKE PUBLIC BIKE SYSTEM
• Győr Bike

180 city bikes at 23 stations located near main transport hubs offer a system that is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, gyorbike provides a solution for tourists to move fast and freely from one sight of the city to another.